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Dutch Dialogues with Afrikaners: 
The Netherlands and the Cultural Boycott 
Against the Apartheid Regime in the 1980s

Vincent Jurg and Vincent Kuitenbrouwer

In 1987, the Dutch writer Willem Frederik Hermans (1921–1995) gave a 
lecture at the cultural centre De Balie in Amsterdam. This event was quite 
extraordinary in two ways. First, the city council had declared Hermans a 
persona non grata in Amsterdam the previous year, and he had consciously 
decided to ignore its ruling. Second, Hermans’s lecture was interrupted 
soon after he had started by a bomb threat. After the police searched the 
building without finding anything, Hermans resumed his talk, but the 
incident shook him severely.1 Both the hostile attitude of the city officials 
and the bomb scare were prompted by a trip that Hermans had made to 
South Africa in 1983. There was a great outcry over the trip in the Dutch 
media that year, as a number of opinion-makers accused Hermans of 
ignoring the UN General Assembly’s call for a cultural boycott of South 
Africa. They also vilified Hermans for several statements he had made, 
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which many saw as proof of his sympathy for the apartheid regime. This 
chapter takes the Dutch media’s polemics against Hermans’s South African 
trip as a case study to reflect on the wider nature of the Dutch attitudes 
towards South Africa and, particularly, the notion of a cultural boycott in 
the late apartheid era.

At first sight, the media’s intense outcry over Hermans’s trip seems to 
show that the public widely supported the anti-apartheid movement in the 
Netherlands. In his extensive study of the history of Dutch anti-apartheid 
organisations, Roeland Muskens argues that they conducted the 
Netherlands’ most successful Third World solidarity movement and that 
because of their work in the 1970s and 1980s ‘a large part of the Dutch 
population felt connected with what was happening in South Africa’.2 
Because of its remarkable size, the Dutch anti-apartheid movement was a 
prominent node in the transnational network of Western sister organisa-
tions that formed, in Håkan Thörn’s words, ‘a global civil society’.3 In line 
with Thörn’s assessment, Barbara Henkes argues that ‘the Anti-Apartheid 
Movement in the Netherlands was part of a global process of democratisa-
tion, secularisation, decolonisation, and a growing interest in human 
rights and respect for Black Power in the second half of the twentieth 
century’.4 In contrast, Muskens considers the movement’s mobilisation of 
grassroots support a national phenomenon.5 We shall argue that the Dutch 
public debate over apartheid engaged with transnational idealism and 
action strategies, and, at the same time, it was affected by national factors 
arising from the Netherlands’ and South Africa’s shared history, which 
went back to the colonial age.

This shared history raises questions about the nature of the Dutch anti- 
apartheid movement and the relationships between colonial and post- 
colonial thought. Generally, historians see the history of the Dutch 
anti-apartheid movement in the context of the late twentieth century 
when, according to many, the public embraced progressive values, particu-
larly anti-racism.6 This view echoes the attitude of left-wing progressives in 
the 1970s that the Netherlands was a ‘model country’ (gidsland) in terms 
of Third World issues.7 In recent years, a number of authors have criticised 
this view. One of the most important is the cultural scholar Gloria Wekker, 
who coined the term ‘white innocence’ in arguing that the progressive 
self-image of the Dutch obscures persisting patterns of racial exclusion 
caused by the ‘cultural archive’ of colonialism.8 Wekker does not address 
the anti-apartheid movement in her book, but Muskens notes, in passing, 
that it is remarkable that all of the leading activists in the main 
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organisations were ‘white’ and suggests that researchers should try to 
explain what is a curious feature for a movement that was committed to 
anti-racism.9 Though we do not offer that explanation for this issue either, 
we do note the prominence of white voices in the debate we analyse. This 
seems to have been a key feature of the Dutch anti-apartheid movement, 
and it suggests that the movement was influenced by the ‘cultural archive’ 
of colonialism to which Wekker has drawn attention.

The discussion of the cultural boycott clearly illustrates the multi- 
levelled character of the Dutch debate that was the outcome of the geo-
graphical and historical entanglements of the Netherlands mentioned 
above. The boycott was conceived in Great Britain in the 1950s, and 
debates in the United Nations’ General Assembly gave the idea interna-
tional momentum that resulted in the adopting of a resolution in 1981.10 
Dutch anti-apartheid organisations embraced the initiative and energeti-
cally lobbied for the imposition of a cultural boycott of South Africa. 
Although the movement created a lot of noise around the issue, as the 
polemics against Hermans’s visit to South Africa illustrate, it achieved only 
limited results. The explanation is largely that the Dutch government did 
not sign the UN’s boycott resolution, for its policy was to avoid official 
sanctions as much as possible. Muskens argues that in this way Dutch anti- 
apartheid organisations failed to translate broad public and political sup-
port for their cause into a significant influence on policy. As we show in the 
first section, their failure can be explained in terms of the history that the 
Netherlands and South Africa shared, which fostered a sense that the 
Dutch and the Afrikaners had a special relationship that originated in the 
colonial age.

In the second section, we analyse the media debate over Hermans’s visit 
to South Africa in 1983 on the basis of material collected from the Dutch 
online newspaper databank Delpher.11 An n-gram model shows various 
peaks in occurrences of the keyword culturele boycot (‘cultural boycott’), 
one of which is around the time of Hermans’s visit in 1983, which shows 
its importance in the public debate (see Fig. 1.).

After analysing the fierce polemics that followed Hermans’s remarks on 
the political situation in South Africa as a largely national phenomenon, 
we turn to the debate over the cultural boycott, which transcended 
national considerations. We argue on the basis of that debate’s general 
features that it included certain tropes about the kinship between the 
Dutch and Afrikaners from an earlier time. In this way, the public debate 
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in the Netherlands over the cultural boycott of South Africa was a dia-
logue with the Afrikaners.

The CulTural BoyCoTT of SouTh afriCa in a DuTCh 
hiSToriCal PerSPeCTive

The initiative for a cultural boycott to pressure the apartheid regime origi-
nated in an international context. In 1969, the General Assembly of the 
United Nations called to isolate South Africa politically, economically and 
culturally, and in 1974, it passed an official resolution to that effect. In the 
early 1980s, the resolution received a further impulse, in the context of 
the UN year of sanctions against South Africa in 1982, when the UN cre-
ated a Cultural Register to record the names of artists who performed in 
South Africa, beginning in 1983.12 In Great Britain, where activists had 
been discussing a cultural boycott since the 1950s, these steps had far- 
reaching consequences. For one, the influential actors’ union Equity, 
which counted also many musicians amongst its members, decided to 
impose fines for members who performed in South Africa.13 The union 
focussed on the Sun City resort, built by hotelier Sol Kerzner in the 
apartheid- created homeland, Bophuthatswana, and called for putting 
Queen and Elton John, who had both played there, on the Cultural 
Register. Subsequently these artists promised never to perform in South 
Africa again and the measures were dropped.14 The boycott was widely 
accepted in principle, but there was disagreement over a blanket boycott, 

Fig. 1 N-gram graph of the term culturele boycot in digitalised Dutch newspa-
pers. (Source: www.delpher.nl)
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which would cut all cultural ties with South Africa, and a selective boycott, 
which would permit cultural contact that supported the anti-apartheid 
movement.15 In Great Britain, the discussion reached its climax in 1986 
when Paul Simon, an outspoken critic of apartheid, released the Graceland 
album, which he had recorded with black artists from South Africa.16

In the Netherlands, the discussion in the 1980s about boycotting South 
Africa occurred against the background of these international precedents. 
The main anti-apartheid organisations, the Anti-Apartheid Beweging 
Nederland (AABN) and the Komité Zuidelijk Afrika (KZA), considered 
the UN’s cultural boycott and the installation of the Cultural Register use-
ful to their cause. In 1982, the KZA set up the Stichting VN-jaar voor de 
sancties tegen Zuid-Afrika (Foundation UN-year for the sanctions against 
South Africa) to raise public awareness of the cultural boycott in the 
Netherlands.17 In the years that followed, the Stichting applauded Equity’s 
actions against Elton John and Queen, arguing that the Cultural Register, 
which it called a ‘black list’, was effective at preventing such famous artists 
from going to South Africa.18 Although no Dutch artists ever played (or 
were invited) at Sun City, several singers, for example, the pop singer Hein 
‘Heintje’ Simons and the opera singer Elly Ameling, planned to tour 
South Africa. Both artists received telegrams from the Stichting VN-jaar 
informing them that it had requested the UN to add their names to the 
Cultural Register.19 These actions against these artists received far less 
media attention than the controversies in Great Britain about world- 
famous pop-stars, which suggests that the cultural boycott had less public 
effect in the Netherlands than in Great Britain. The biggest public outcry 
about violating the cultural boycott was over the South African visit of 
Willem Frederik Hermans, an elderly novelist. To understand it, one must 
understand the historical ties between the Dutch and the Afrikaners.

The relationship between Dutch and Afrikaners intensified in 1880 
because of the Transvaal War. The general population in the Netherlands 
supported the inhabitants of the Boer republic in their fight against the 
British Empire,20 and many opinion-makers claimed that the Dutch shared 
a kinship, which they called Stamverwantschap, with the Afrikaners.21 
Their arguments were eclectic. Some premised cultural and historical ties. 
They hailed the Afrikaners as the descendants of West European colonists 
who had begun to settle on the Cape in the seventeenth century. Some 
stressed the Dutch attitude towards liberty and described the Great Trek 
of the 1830s as the escape of freedom-loving pioneers from the tyranny of 
the British Empire. Importantly, the language of the Transvaal and Orange 
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Free State in the late nineteenth century was ‘High Dutch’, making it one 
of the few places outside the Netherlands and its colonies where the lan-
guage was an official medium. In addition to historical and lingual ties, the 
notion of Stamverwantschap had a strong racial aspect. Various late nine-
teenth- and early twentieth-century Dutch sources on South Africa have a 
strong sense that the white minority should rule the black majority, which 
fit the wider contemporary colonial discourse in the Netherlands. 
Moreover, some argued that the ‘Dutch race’ was better equipped than 
the British to ‘civilise’ South Africa. Inspired by the ideal of 
Stamverwantschap, several thousand well-educated Dutchmen emigrated 
to Transvaal to help make it a modern state. However, their ‘kinsmen’ in 
South Africa did not always welcome them and often considered them 
arrogant.

Several scholars who study the remnants of the idea of Stamverwantschap 
in the twentieth century have pointed out that a complex pattern emerges, 
with apparent discontinuities but also with continuities. The annexation of 
the Boer republics by the British Empire after the South African War 
(1899–1902) cooled Dutch enthusiasm for the Afrikaners. But the appeal 
of its underlying ideals continued, as later literature shows. Until the 
1960s, Dutch school children read South African adventure stories with 
Afrikaner heroes.22 At first sight, much changed in the wake of the Second 
World War. After the trauma of the Nazi occupation, ‘racism’ became a 
tainted word. And the equally traumatic decolonisation of Indonesia in 
the late 1940s initiated a sea change in thinking about colonialism; pro-
gressive opinion-makers and politicians increasingly saw the country’s 
colonial past as shameful.23 At the same time, the election victory of the 
National Party in 1948 put South Africa on a new course. Some in the 
Dutch press expressed shock over the election result and criticised the 
openly racist apartheid laws, which some pundits compared to the Nazis’ 
persecution of Jews.24

Public disapproval of South Africa’s increasing segregation under the 
Afrikaner regime did not mean that the old feelings of kinship disappeared. 
In many ways, the two countries grew closer in the 1950s. In part, this was 
because of an increase in emigration from the Netherlands to South Africa, 
which both governments supported.25 Also, the signing of a bilateral cul-
tural treaty in 1951 officially acknowledged the relationship of Dutch and 
Afrikaans (which had been recognised as a separate language in 1925). 
The treaty aimed at strengthening ties between the two countries by pro-
moting exchanges and collaborations of students, researchers and media.26 
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The Dutch government remained at a distance from these programmes, 
handing their implementation to the pro-Afrikaner Nederlands Zuid- 
Afrikaanse Vereniging (NZAV).27 The NZAV publicly disapproved of the 
apartheid laws, but it argued that the most effective way to change them 
was to start a ‘critical dialogue’ by increasing cultural ties to South Africa.28

As the Dutch public outcry against apartheid grew after the Sharpeville 
Massacre in 1960, Stamverwantschap became more and more controver-
sial. In the decade that followed, several new anti-apartheid organisations 
began to mobilise Dutch public opinion against apartheid by calling for 
the isolation of South Africa, for example, with a consumer boycott of 
Outspan oranges.29 In the mid-1970s, anti-apartheid organisations secured 
government funding from the ruling left-wing coalition with which they 
built a strong grassroots movement that reached out to the Dutch public. 
However, their effect on government policy was limited. Public pressure 
on the government to impose sanctions, including a cultural boycott, 
grew after the murder of Steve Biko in 1977. In response, the left-wing 
government suspended the cultural treaty, and the new right-wing gov-
ernment revoked it in 1981. These measures angered the apartheid regime 
and dismayed members of the NZAV, who lamented that the situation 
would lead to growing ‘cultural differences’ between the Dutch and 
Afrikaners.30 But in effect, the impact of the end of the cultural treaty was 
quite limited, as it merely took away some financial stimuli and did not 
prevent Dutch figureheads from visiting South Africa. Despite the pres-
sure of the strong anti-apartheid lobby and members of Parliament, the 
Dutch government refused to sign the UN resolution calling for a cultural 
boycott. And it imposed no other sanctions on South Africa.31 In this con-
text, the appeal for a cultural boycott of South Africa in the Netherlands 
was completely moral and had no legal implications for those who 
ignored it.

The official Dutch reluctance to sever ties with South Africa shows an 
ongoing sense of Stamverwantschap. In the mid-1980s, the Minister of 
Foreign Affairs formulated a ‘two-track policy’ that aimed at both ‘increas-
ing the international political and economic pressure on the South African 
government’ and, at the same time, ‘supporting social developments 
which are meant to peacefully change South Africa in a meaningful way’. 
Though the government never used the term ‘critical dialogue’, these 
words show that people at the highest levels of government believed that 
the Dutch should stay in contact with the Afrikaners to help them reform.32 
Some members of anti-apartheid organisations, especially Christians, also 
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continued to believe in Dutch-Afrikaner kinship.33 The historian Gerrit 
Schutte, who himself was a leading member of the NZAV in the 1980s, 
has provocatively characterised the sense of historical responsibility for 
South Africa that many Dutch felt as a form of ‘cultural imperialism’.34 His 
view is exaggerated, for the Netherlands made no systematic attempt to 
influence South Africa in that era. But Schutte has also argued that many 
Dutch felt a special affinity for South Africa and, just as during the South 
African War, saw the opposition to apartheid as a struggle of right against 
wrong.35

The message that apartheid—and racism—was an evil that had to be 
combatted became a trope in Dutch literature in the last quarter of the 
twentieth century. Poets were especially active in the anti-apartheid move-
ment. Wilfred Jonckheere has noted that their texts mainly expressed a 
condemnation of the apartheid regime, for which reason he has character-
ised it as ‘a dialogue with the Afrikaners’, whom they saw as ‘old fashioned 
and provincially narrow-minded’.36 One of the most outspoken publica-
tions was an essay by Hilbert Kuik, who visited South Africa in 1969, 
entitled ‘Black Does Not Exist’ (Zwart bestaat niet). In it, Kuik sneered at 
Afrikaners as ‘outsiders in an alien world’ (wereldvreemden in een vreemde 
wereld) who were interested only in their ‘own people … and their own 
culture’.37

In contrast, there was warm attention for dissident writers from South 
Africa amongst Dutch men and women in literary circles who were active 
in anti-apartheid organisations and wrote in magazines and newsletters 
affiliated to these groups. In these publications, which did not reach large 
audiences, they reflected on the work of black and coloured authors, such 
as Bessie Head, Mazisi Kunene, Alex La Guma, Lewis Nkosi and Sipho 
Sepamla, whose work was banned in South Africa. However, white 
Afrikaner writers who opposed apartheid, such as Breyten Breytenbach 
and André Brink, became much more famous in the Netherlands and reg-
ularly contributed to Dutch mainstream media.38 In light of the historical 
background, apartheid was an emotionally charged subject in Dutch lit-
erature, which explains why the Dutch debate over the cultural boycott of 
South Africa focussed on high literature rather than pop culture. For a 
writer like Hermans, who was known for his love of polemic, this provided 
an opportunity to stir controversy.
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The CulTural BoyCoTT anD The PolemiCS 
againST hermanS

Aside from a short story from 1965, Hermans did not write about South 
Africa. Still, he readily accepted the invitation of the publishing house 
Human & Rousseau, which had published his major novels with annota-
tions in Afrikaans, to make a four-week lecture tour of South Africa’s main 
universities in March 1983. Muskens has argued that Hermans’s motiva-
tion was ‘mere provocation’.39 That was undoubtedly one factor, but it 
cannot be the full explanation for his decision. After a thoughtful reading 
of his oeuvre, the historian Ronald Havenaar has suggested that Hermans, 
who had a deeply fraught relationship with the Dutch colonial past, was 
moved by a deeper motivation. In several novels, Hermans portrayed the 
decolonisation of Indonesia as a great loss for the Netherlands, and he 
cared little about the remnants of the Dutch empire in the Caribbean, ‘the 
last bits of tropical Netherlands’, as he disparagingly called them. However, 
Hermans was greatly interested in Holland’s cultural ties with South 
Africa, which were founded on the old sense of ‘lingual and historical kin-
ship’ that Dutch society after the 1960s was quickly losing.40 He had 
moved to Paris in the 1970s to flee the progressive ideals of many Dutch 
writers, and the tour of South Africa seemed to him a way to relive the 
grandeur of Dutch culture in the colonial age. Hermans was aware of the 
tour’s potential for controversy, for he and his mixed-race Surinamese wife 
Emmy decided against her accompanying him for fear of the propaganda 
the apartheid regime might make of her presence.41 However, Hermans 
was not averse to causing controversy at home and he made several inflam-
matory statements in the Dutch press about the political situation in 
South Africa.

Hennie Serfontein, an Afrikaner in South Africa who explicitly criti-
cised the apartheid regime in the 1980s, wrote the most interesting article 
to appear in the Dutch press during Hermans’s tour. South Africa often 
denied Dutch journalists visas, but Serfontein worked for media outlets in 
the Netherlands like the newspaper Trouw and the television and radio 
broadcaster IKON.42 Though a vocal opponent of apartheid, Serfontein 
opposed the cultural boycott. Ten days before Hermans arrived, he had 
written in an article in Trouw based on interviews with South African writ-
ers and academics that anti-apartheid activists, including the writer André 
Brink, opposed the boycott, for it blocked white South Africans’ exposure 
to ‘new ideas’. According to Brink, ‘attempting to change views is one of 
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the most effective ways to bring about change. Keeping ideas away will 
only worsen the situation instead of improving it. A cultural boycott is 
shallow and impractical.’ Serfontein also wrote that many Afrikaners 
thought the Dutch stance was ‘arrogant’, echoing the sentiments of the 
Boers a century before. Moreover, he argued that Hermans could not be 
a racist as his wife was from Suriname. And he stressed that Hermans was 
going to lecture at universities that were open to ‘coloureds’, contrary to 
the widespread rumour that only whites would be allowed to attend his 
lectures.43

In light of these sentiments, it is likely that Serfontein sought in 
Hermans an ally against the cultural boycott, but his attempt to work with 
him backfired. In Serfontein’s interview with him for Trouw, Hermans did 
call the boycott ‘repulsive and insane’ and said that the Dutch did not have 
the right to ‘mingle’ in the affairs of other countries. However, he also 
commented on South African politics. He stated that though apartheid 
was ‘not nice’, the principle of ‘one man, one vote’ in South Africa would 
mean ‘the end of the country’, though he did not explain how. In addi-
tion, Hermans attacked progressive anti-racist intellectuals in the 
Netherlands and stated that the Netherlands’ multicultural society was a 
failure. Referring to post-colonial immigration from Indonesia in the 
1950s, he argued that non-Western ethnic groups ‘should have been seg-
regated’ to prevent social tensions. One could have known from the ‘mix-
ing of races’ in South Africa and the United States that this would be ‘a 
disaster’, according to Hermans.44

The interview in Trouw was the turning point in the public debate over 
Hermans’s tour. Before its publication, only a few newspapers had pub-
lished editorials and opinion pieces on the trip, most notably the 
Communist De Waarheid and the right-wing De Telegraaf.45 Afterwards, 
more newspapers became involved, and fuming anti-apartheid activists, 
mostly members of the Stichting VN-jaar, launched a fierce polemic 
against Hermans. They published a statement accusing the writer of sup-
porting ‘a system that discriminated against people on the basis of the 
colour of their skin’ and ridiculing his remarks against racial mixing, given 
that he had a Surinamese wife.46 In a more personal letter to the editors of 
Trouw, the chairperson of the Stichting VN-jaar, A.H. van den Heuvel, 
expressed himself even more furiously. He condemned Hermans’s ‘dan-
gerous twaddle’, calling him a ‘lackey of a police state’ and Serfontein an 
‘idiot’. He also denounced ‘liberal’ white South Africans for using 
Hermans’s visit as an opportunity to speak out against the cultural 
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boycott.47 Van den Heuvel’s intensity underlines the emotions that South 
Africa raised in Dutch literary circles.

After returning from South Africa, Hermans continued to give inter-
views in which he stated his views on apartheid, intensifying the contro-
versy. On 13 April 1983, the writer Adriaan van Dis’s televised interview 
with Hermans generated a new round of controversy. Though a vocal 
critic of the apartheid regime, Van Dis, who was fluent in Afrikaans and 
had studied at Stellenbosch University in 1973, was ambivalent about 
South Africa and the Afrikaners,48 which made his relationship with the 
Dutch anti-apartheid movement complicated and in some ways problem-
atic.49 Throughout the interview, Van Dis expressed his love-hate relation-
ship with the Afrikaners. Early on, he described the Afrikaners ‘in jest’ as 
‘a sort of white tribe in Africa: an isolated, quite isolated community’.50 
Later, Hermans said that Afrikaans was a complex and highly evolved lan-
guage, to which Van Dis replied in Afrikaans ek weet (‘I know’).51 Hermans 
was visibly annoyed with these frivolities about South African culture, but 
their real clash was over the political situation in South Africa.

The pattern of the interview was similar to that of Serfontein’s, which 
started off neutrally but ended highly agitated. Van Dis first provoked 
Hermans by asking him about his motives in making his South African 
trip, which he suggested was a ‘conditioned reflex’ as no ‘sane person’ in 
the Netherlands would visit the home of apartheid. Answering politely, 
Hermans spoke of his ‘humble intentions’, which had nothing to do with 
politics. As a former geography professor, he was interested in South 
Africa’s geography, and being a ‘simple novelist’ he had been ‘honoured’ 
by Human & Rousseau’s invitation to lecture there. He claimed that the 
Afrikaners who read his books were part of an ‘advanced cultural elite’ that 
rejected apartheid52 and said that Dutch media were ‘biased’ in their 
reports of South Africa. Later in the interview, Hermans complained about 
the coverage of his trip in the Dutch press, claiming that the journalists to 
whom he had spoken, including Serfontein whom he called a ‘liar’, had 
misquoted him; for example, he had never said that he objected to ‘racial 
mixing’.

By this point, the tone of the interview had changed after the conversa-
tion had turned to the ‘petty apartheid’ (the segregation laws affecting 
daily life of black South Africans). Hermans downplayed several apartheid 
laws, arguing, for example, that interracial marriage was only illegal in 
theory, ‘except for Communists, of course’. When Van Dis asked him if he 
did not feel the need to speak out against apartheid, he replied that he did 
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not think it was necessary to ‘state the obvious’.53 Eventually Hermans 
acknowledged that petty apartheid was ‘not nice’, but he also made several 
statements in support of apartheid as a political project. For example, 
when Van Dis said that the ‘one man, one vote’ principle would ensure the 
most righteous political solution for South Africa, for the population 
would be able to choose how they wanted to rule their country, Hermans 
answered that the black majority was not capable of forming a peaceful 
government:

It can be argued that it [the black population] has no intention at all. 
[Gasps from the audience]. The black population, what are you talking 
about? What are you talking about? There are seven tribes, at least, and 
those have seven different intentions. Do you not know that in Rhodesia 
[sic] the Shona are exterminating the Matabele [sic]. [Van Dis interrupts] 
What would you think will happen in South Africa [Van Dis interrupts] 
when the white policeman is gone?54

In these remarks, Hermans reproduced several tropes of the apartheid 
regime to legitimise its rule, but the interview had already descended into 
such chaos that Van Dis could not formulate a coherent counter- argument. 
Seizing the initiative, Hermans shifted the conversation to his favourite 
target, Dutch progressives, whom he criticised for their hypocrisy towards 
immigrants from Indonesia.

The explosive interview did not go unnoticed in the Dutch media. 
Most of the reactions acknowledged the entertainment value of the inter-
view but condemned many of Hermans’s statements. The day after the 
interview, Frits van Veen, a journalist for de Volkskrant, wrote in an ironic 
commentary that many people had probably enjoyed Hermans’s perfor-
mance as a television spectacle but had probably not really understood 
what they had heard. For if they had, they would have realised how com-
pletely outlandish Hermans’s statements, such as his downplaying of 
apartheid as ‘not nice’, were. Van Veen sarcastically proposed that Hermans 
be ‘sentenced to a life-long stay in his Dutch tribal land’.55

Although people continued to discuss Hermans in the weeks, and 
indeed the years, after his notorious interview with Van Dis, the focus of 
the debate moved to the usefulness of the cultural boycott. This meant 
that opponents of a cultural boycott, who were not always as outspoken as 
Hermans, joined the discussion. One group of journalists condemned 
Hermans’s statements about apartheid, but pointed out that the cultural 
boycott had few implications in the Netherlands. For example, Harry van 
Wijnen, the editor of Het Parool, wrote that many people ‘misunderstood’ 
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the revoking of the cultural treaty in 1981, believing that it was the boy-
cott. However, even though the government no longer promoted cultural 
and academic ties with South Africa, it did not prohibit individuals from 
visiting South Africa.56 In this article, Van Wijnen did not pick a side 
against or in favour of apartheid; rather, he questioned the legal meaning 
of the cultural boycott. But that raised questions of international law, 
which transcended the strictly national character of the Hermans 
controversy.

Also in other ways, the debate touched upon issues in the international 
debate about the cultural boycott. Dissident Afrikaner writers mingled in 
the Dutch debate over the cultural boycott, arguing that it would not 
improve the situation in South Africa, or would even be counterproduc-
tive. Referring to these authors, Hans Ester, a lecturer in South African 
culture at Nijmegen University, wrote that both Hermans and boycott 
advocates had ‘stereotypical’ views of South Africa and did not know the 
country well enough to say anything meaningful about it. According to 
Ester, the latter’s judgements of South Africa were too often based on 
emotion, and the former gave ‘stereotypical’ answers to ‘commonplace’ 
questions.57 Like white South African dissident writers, he doubted the 
effectiveness of a cultural boycott. Instead, the Netherlands should have 
‘flooded’ South Africa with progressive ideas, a strategy that Serfontein 
and Brink had also proposed.58

Other South African dissident writers did support a cultural boycott in 
principle, but they struggled with the question what form it should take. 
One of these was the poet Breyten Breytenbach, who many Dutch writers 
saw as a martyr after his arrest by the apartheid regime in 1975.59 
Breytenbach engaged with the Hermans controversy in a speech to the 
Dutch branch of the writers’ organisation PEN, which the NRC 
Handelsblad newspaper published.60 He condemned Hermans’s trip to 
South Africa on moral grounds but said that it had hardly been noticed 
‘outside of the bubble of Afrikaner academia’ and South African authori-
ties had probably been unaware of it. So, Dutch critics of Hermans exag-
gerated the importance of the trip, which was hardly worth mentioning in 
terms of cultural exchange.

On the question of a cultural boycott, Breytenbach supported ‘the sus-
pension of all cultural ties and every exchange between the Netherlands 
and institutions that are official, unofficial or tolerated by the South 
African government’, for he opposed the principle of ‘keeping the chan-
nels open in order to influence the thoughts and behaviour of racists’. 
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However, he thought that a total cultural boycott would be ‘politically 
stupid’. He called for the forging of ‘new bonds to strengthen the real 
voices of resistance in the country’. Thus, Breytenbach advocated a par-
ticular interpretation of a selective cultural boycott over a total boycott. 
He argued that the Dutch should not waste time thinking about how to 
flood South Africa with progressive ideas in order to modernise the apart-
heid regime. They should help the resistance to overthrow the regime.

This idea became the main force behind Culture in Another South 
Africa (CASA), a music festival in December 1987, subsidised by the city 
of Amsterdam and organised by the AABN, that featured South African 
musicians opposed to apartheid.61 CASA was a new tactic for the 
AABN. Previously, it had called for a total boycott of South African prod-
ucts and art. In 1987, the festival showcased South African art, in accord 
with Breytenbach’s ideas about a selective boycott. The festival’s combina-
tion of local government sponsorship (Amsterdam paid for much of the fl. 
2,000,000 budget) and commercial success (most theatres hosting CASA 
events were sold out) supports Muskens’s claim that by the late 1980s the 
Dutch favoured a selective boycott over a total one.62

However, in 1986, a year before the festival, there was another flare-up 
in the Dutch boycott debate. Again, it involved Hermans, who was added 
to the UN’s Cultural Register on the request of the KZA. Subsequently, 
Amsterdam’s city council ruled that people on the ‘black list’ were not 
welcome in the city, and the mayor declared him a persona non grata. The 
symbolic declaration could not prevent Hermans from visiting Amsterdam, 
as he did on several occasions. For example, he attended the opening of a 
photography exhibition that he had curated at the prestigious Stedelijk 
Museum in September 1986, prompting calls to boycott the museum.63

In the wake of the new controversy, the NRC Handelsblad newspaper 
published an interview with Barbara Masekela, the ANC’s cultural secre-
tary and a main contact for Western boycott movements, who was in the 
Netherlands in November 1986.64 She was one of the few black people, if 
not the only one, to comment on the Hermans case in Dutch newspapers. 
Asked by NRC’s interviewer about the controversy, she said that the ANC 
did not chose to decide who could and could not go to South Africa. 
Moreover, critics’ argument that Hermans had reinforced attitudes of 
white South Africans was baseless, for the students of the universities 
where Hermans lectured were progressive Afrikaners. If Hermans had 
wanted to change something, he should have spoken to the far-right 
Afrikaner Weerstandsbeweging (AWB) organisation, she remarked. She 
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also rejected the idea of many in the Netherlands that Dutch intellectuals 
could change the thinking of pro-apartheid Afrikaners by entering into 
dialogue with them.

If you start thinking like that, everybody thinks he can contribute to a 
change in mentality … There will be requests for exceptions constantly. 
That doesn’t work, if we leave the door open, a flood of people will come 
in and that will undermine the boycott. That is why a cultural boycott has 
to be total.65

ConCluSion

The fact that Masekela commented on the Hermans case, in a statement 
about the cultural boycott, three and a half years after the writer’s trip to 
South Africa shows us that he was still an issue in the Dutch public debate 
over the boycott. On the one hand, this debate was a part of the transna-
tional ‘global civil society’ of anti-apartheid activists. The idea of a cultural 
boycott of South Africa had emerged in Great Britain, and it, was formally 
adopted in a resolution of the UN’s General Assembly, resulting in the 
Cultural Register. Primary sources also reveal the engagement with inter-
national issues in that several Dutch opinion-makers referred to the high- 
profile controversies around the visits of British and American pop stars to 
South Africa. Finally, the participation of several South Africans in the 
Dutch debate shows that it was not purely national. Rather, the Dutch 
debate over whether the boycott should be selective or total is comparable 
to the British debate over Paul Simon’s Graceland album.

On the other hand, the fact that the Dutch debate did not focus on a 
pop artist but on an elderly novelist indicates that it also differed from the 
discussions in other countries. We have argued that to understand its 
peculiarities one has to consider the historical ties between the Netherlands 
and South Africa and, particularly, the Stamverwantschap that the Dutch 
felt for the Afrikaners, that go back to the end of the nineteenth century. 
Firstly, these sentiments explain why the Dutch government did not 
impose any official boycott of South Africa, which entailed that the appeal 
for a cultural boycott by anti-apartheid activists was a moral statement 
without any legal consequences. In addition, the feeling of 
Stamverwantschap was part of a wider ‘cultural archive’ of colonialism in 
the Netherlands. For many Dutch, Stamverwantschap was based on the 
close relationship between Dutch and Afrikaans, and it produced a rich 
literary tradition in which many writers reflected on their relationships 
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with South Africa. Although most Dutch writers in the late twentieth cen-
tury vilified the Afrikaners for their ‘backward’ views, Wilfred Jonckheere 
has pointed out the continuities that their work had with earlier literature.

For Hermans, who held traditional ideas about linguistic and cultural 
kinship, progressive Dutch writers’ attitudes towards South Africa was one 
of the reasons to visit the country in 1983. Although he repeatedly stated 
that the purpose of his lecture tour was strictly cultural, he made it clear in 
several interviews that he agreed with the system as a whole. Although 
these statements did not have any legal consequences they caused an 
uproar in the Dutch media in 1983. When it died down, the public debate 
shifted to the question of whether a cultural boycott of South Africa 
should be implemented. The public debate did not result in any new mea-
sures and the idea of a cultural boycott continued to be informal. As an 
echo of the older notion of kinship, the Dutch seemed to think that they 
should keep in touch with South African dissidents. This was the idea 
behind the CASA festival. In the meantime, Hermans served as a scape-
goat as was shown by the emotional reactions to visits to Amsterdam in 
1986 and 1987. On the latter occasion, he was even the target of a bomb 
threat, as we mentioned at the beginning of this contribution.

Hermans swore to never set foot in the Dutch capital again, but after 
the city council repealed the decision to declare him persona non grata in 
1993 he returned to present a new novel.66 With Nelson Mandela no lon-
ger in prison and apartheid all but abandoned, the time had come for the 
city council to rethink its position on the issue of a cultural boycott. On 
first sight, this might seem like a logical conclusion to the Dutch anti- 
apartheid movement, for as apartheid disappeared so did the public outcry 
against it. However, we have argued that the Netherlands and South Africa 
had had a shared history since the late nineteenth century. Although the 
Dutch anti-apartheid movement had wide public appeal in the last decades 
of the twentieth century, the sense that the Dutch had a special relation 
with the Afrikaners in light of that history is clearly present in primary 
sources from the period. In Jonckheere’s words, the Dutch anti-apartheid 
movement was part of an ongoing ‘dialogue with the Afrikaners’. This 
insight can help us to understand the transnational connections and the 
national peculiarities of the Dutch anti-apartheid movement.
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